The EBSB club of Rajagiri College of Social Sciences conducted a college level writing activity in response to COVID-19 and the life during lockdown. The best entries were selected and posted on the official college Facebook page.

Students were allowed to express their views in a sentence and send it along with their name and department name. The competition was open from May 11th 2020 to May 18th 2020.

The best entries as follows:

1. "We took a walk in the woods, the silence so calm, it's worth a break."
   - Anna PB
   - "Quarantine Days in a Sentence"

2. "When you think of your mom on lockdown, call her to ask how she's doing and don't forget to thank her for being there for you.
   - Lilly Josephs
   - "Quarantine is Love"

3. "We must all make the shift to a more sustainable lifestyle.
   - Metta Elizabeth Scaria
   - "Quarantine Days in a Sentence"
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